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Wide Area Surveillance Feb 18 2022 The book describes a system for visual surveillance using intelligent cameras. The camera uses robust techniques for
detecting and tracking moving objects. The real time capture of the objects is then stored in the database. The tracking data stored in the database is analysed
to study the camera view, detect and track objects, and study object behavior. These set of models provide a robust framework for coordinating the tracking
of objects between overlapping and non-overlapping cameras, and recording the activity of objects detected by the system.
Commerce Business Daily Jan 25 2020
Handbook of Optical Design Sep 20 2019 Infused with more than 500 tables and figures, this reference clearly illustrates the intricacies of optical system
design and evaluation and considers key aspects of component selection, optimization, and integration for the development of effective optical apparatus.
The book provides a much-needed update on the vanguard in the field with vivid e
Campus Technology May 21 2022
The Complete Guide to Drones, Extended and Fully Updated 2nd Edition Jul 31 2020 If you think you need a boarding pass to fly, you’re really missing
out! Today, drones are everywhere. From film studios to farms, they’re in the hands of photographers, commercial surveyors, and racers alike. This fully
illustrated book explains how drones developed, where they’re going, and which one you should choose. It even includes complete instructions to build both
a simple drone and a super-fast FPV racer yourself. Whether you’re flying indoors or out, buying or building, this book covers everything: Understand the
Jargon: Flying has a lot of unfamiliar terminology, but this book will make it easy to master. Business or Pleasure: Every type of multicopter you might want
is introduced, including explanations of which is best suited for what role. Get the Best Pictures: This edition includes an extended guide to the tech and
composition tricks you can use to make your pictures stand out of the pack. Get the Best Video: A new shot-guide shows you how to get the most engaging
aerial video, whatever your drone. Be an FPV Racer: There are complete step-by-step instructions for building your own FPV racer, or a surprisingly cheap
wooden drone – both great projects. This is an Extended Second Edition. Following from the worldwide success of the first edition, which has been
translated into numerous languages, this edition is not just fully updated to keep pace with the laws and the technology (including gesture controls), it is also
new enough to thoroughly cover the fast-growing new sport of FPV drone racing, while still including a comprehensive guide to learning to fly any drone.
ITS Quarterly Nov 15 2021
EventDV Feb 06 2021
Ccnp Collaboration Core Clcor 350-801 Official Certification Guide Apr 08 2021 CCNP and CCIE Collaboration Core CLCOR 350-801 Official Cert
Guide presents you with an organised test preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and techniques. Do I Know This Already? quizzes
open each chapter and enable you to decide how much time you need to spend on each section. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending
Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. CCNP and CCIE Collaboration Core CLCOR 350-801 Official Cert
Guide focuses specifically on the objectives for the Cisco CCNP/CCIE CLCOR 350-801 exam. Collaboration expert Jason Ball shares preparation hints and
test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. Material is presented in a concise
manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam topics. This complete study package includes A test-preparation routine proven to
help you pass the exams Do I Know This Already? quizzes, which enable you to decide how much time you need to spend on each section Chapter-ending
Key Topic tables, which help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly Practice exercises that help you enhance your knowledge More than 60
minutes of video mentoring from the author An online interactive Flash Cards application to help you drill on Key Terms by chapter A final preparation
chapter, which guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your review and test-taking strategies Study plan suggestions and templates to help
you organise and optimise your study time
Security Mar 19 2022
AI 2019: Advances in Artificial Intelligence Dec 16 2021 This book constitutes the proceedings of the 32nd Australasian Joint Conference on Artificial
Intelligence, AI 2019, held in Adelaide, SA, Australia, in December 2019. The 48 full papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected
from 115 submissions. The paper were organized in topical sections named: game and multiagent systems; knowledge acquisition, representation, reasoning;
machine learning and applications; natural language processing and text analytics; optimization and evolutionary computing; and image processing.
First Responder Support Systems Testbed (FiRST) May 29 2020
Intelligent Healthcare Jun 10 2021 This book fosters a scientific debate for sophisticated approaches and cognitive technologies (such as deep learning,
machine learning and advanced analytics) for enhanced healthcare services in light of the tremendous scope in the future of intelligent systems for
healthcare. The authors discuss the proliferation of huge data sources (e.g. genomes, electronic health records (EHRs), mobile diagnostics, and wearable
devices) and breakthroughs in artificial intelligence applications, which have unlocked the doors for diagnosing and treating multitudes of rare diseases. The
contributors show how the widespread adoption of intelligent health based systems could help overcome challenges, such as shortages of staff and supplies,
accessibility barriers, lack of awareness on certain health issues, identification of patient needs, and early detection and diagnosis of illnesses. This book is a
small yet significant step towards exploring recent advances, disseminating state-of-the-art techniques and deploying novel technologies in intelligent
healthcare services and applications. Describes the advances of computing methodologies for life and medical science data; Presents applications of artificial
intelligence in healthcare along with case studies and datasets; Provides an ideal reference for medical imaging researchers, industry scientists and engineers,
advanced undergraduate and graduate students, and clinicians.
Intelligent Network Video Mar 07 2021 Continuing in the tradition of the bestselling first edition, this book examines networked surveillance video
solutions. It provides the latest details on industry hardware, software, and networking capabilities of the latest cameras and DVRs. It addresses in full detail
updated specifications on MPEG-4 and other digital video formats, resolution advantages of analog v. digital, intelligent video capabilities, frame rate

control, and indoor/outdoor installations factors. New chapters include cloud computing, standards, and thermal cameras.
Indian Trade Journal Aug 12 2021
GE CCTV Camera Nov 22 2019
Popular Photography Jul 19 2019
Proceedings of the ... International Pipeline Conference Jul 11 2021
Image Analysis and Processing - ICIAP 2017 Apr 20 2022 The two-volume set LNCS 10484 and 10485 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th
International Conference on Image Analysis and Processing, ICIAP 2017, held in Catania, Italy, in September 2017. The 138 papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 229 submissions. The papers cover both classic and the most recent trends in image processing, computer vision, and pattern
recognition, addressing both theoretical and applicative aspects. They are organized in the following topical sections: video analysis and understanding;
pattern recognition and machine learning; multiview geometry and 3D computer vision; image analysis, detection and recognition; multimedia; biomedical
and assistive technology; information forensics and security; imaging for cultural heritage and archaeology; and imaging solutions for improving the quality
of life.
Field and Service Robotics Jun 22 2022 FSR, the International Conference on Field and Service Robotics, is a robotics Symposium which has established
over the past ten years the latest research and practical results towards the use of field and service robotics in the community with particular focus on proven
technology. The first meeting was held in Canberra, Australia, in 1997. Since then the meeting has been held every two years in the pattern Asia, America,
Europe. Field robots are non-factory robots, typically mobile, that operate in complex and dynamic environments; on the ground (of earth or planets), under
the ground, underwater, in the air or in space. Service robots are those that work closely with humans to help them with their lives. This book present the
results of the ninth edition of Field and Service Robotics, FSR13, held in Brisbane, Australia on 9th-11th December 2013. The conference provided a forum
for researchers, professionals and robot manufactures to exchange up-to-date technical knowledge and experience. This book offers a collection of a broad
range of topics including: Underwater Robots and Systems, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles technologies and applications, Agriculture, Space, Search and
Rescue and Domestic Robotics, Robotic Vision, Mapping and Recognition.
The Drone Pilot's Handbook Sep 01 2020 The perfect companion for anyone buying (or thinking of buying) a drone, whether it's just for fun, to race against
friends, or to give their to give their photography a whole new angle. The Drone Pilot's Handbook gives you the skills and techniques you need to fly and
maintain your multicopter drone, tips for tuning it for maximum performance, and - importantly - a clear graphical guide to where the law will and won't
allow you to fly. Meanwhile, spectacular aerial photography from around the world will inspire you to get airborne immediately! Occasional boxouts provide
safety tips, handy ideas, and URLs, and flying instructions are presented with attractive original illustrations. This clean approach that makes a welcome
contrast to ugly online forums, or the PDFs that drone manufacturers provide, and will have you up and away in no time.
The Basics of Live Streaming Jun 17 2019 Explained in simple, straightforward language that anyone can understand, author Paul Richards, explains the
most important topics in live streaming. From how to live stream with Zoom, to Facebook and YouTube, this book doesn't skip a step in this introduction to
live streaming technology. What's more? Every chapter of this book includes a video tutorial you can reference to make the subject come alive. This is the
ideal book for volunteers, entry-level video production professionals, and anyone who has taught themselves the valuable trade of live video production.The
Basics of Live Streaming can teach anyone the essential skills of live video streaming. It features foundational learning opportunities for audio visual cables,
equipment and streaming technology for anyone interested in the subject. This material is great to review before other more advanced online courses
available from the StreamGeeks because it reviews skills that can be applied to any streaming media project. For example, this book is an ideal introduction
to more advanced topics like the OBS, vMix or Wirecast books already available on Amazon. This course is also ideal for volunteers who operate live
streaming equipment or aspiring video producers. Here is a list of essential questions answered in this book: What do I need to live stream?How much
bandwidth do I need?What type of computer do I need?What type of cables are used for live streaming?How to make an engaging live stream?How to add
graphics to your live stream?What is OBS?What is vMix?What is the best camera for live streaming?How to live stream to YouTube?How to live stream to
Facebook?How to live stream a Zoom meeting?What is NDI?What is a PTZ camera?What is an SDI camera?What is an NDI camera?What is a Tally
Light?What is SRT?Ten tips for hosting a great live streamHow to build a live streaming studio
Carnival Stripes Oct 22 2019 7.25"x4.75"; holds 32 photos; hardcover; sonic-bound
Annual Review of Nursing Education Aug 24 2022 Interested in the latest trends in nursing education written by the nurse educators pioneering these
innovations? Then welcome to the first volume of the Annual Review of Nursing Education.This Review focuses on these innovative practices of teaching. It
describes educational strategies you can adapt to your own settings and is written for educators in associate, baccalaureate, and graduate nursing programs,
staff development, and continuing education. The goal of the Review is to keep educators updated on recent innovations in nursing education across all
settings.
The Unofficial Guide to Open Broadcaster Software Sep 13 2021 Today more than ever Open Broadcaster Software is being recognized as a valuable video
production tool in the broadcast industry. OBS stands for Open Broadcaster Software, and it is the most popular free live-streaming software in the world.
OBS is an open-source-software application, and the project is reviewed, maintained, and enhanced by a community of volunteers. Anyone can use it for free
and also participate in its development using Github, Dischord, or other online collaboration tools. This guide has been written to compliment an online OSB
training course available on Udemy.com. With this guide, the included online course, downloadable materials and a complementary audiobook, anyone
interested in learning more about OBS should be able to advance their skills efficiently with these resources. The OBS suite is a versatile tool for recording
video and live streaming. It can be used to record presentations, screen-capture sessions, eSports gaming, and much more. OBS can be used to capture and
record video, with a robust set of tools for processing audio as well. OBS can eliminate the need for expensive internal capture cards with the integration of
the NewTek(R) NDI(R), and it simplifies the process of screen recording and online streaming.
Streaming Media Jul 23 2022 CD-ROM contains: "Adobe Premiere tryout version, Pathfinder, Rapid Response, and Screen Magic by MaxVU, Inc. and
Discreet cleaner demo version."
TDL 2015-2016 Catalogue Oct 26 2022
Clearly Different Video Surveillance Solutions Sep 25 2022 For over fifty years, we at Speco Technologies have dedicated ourselves to providing the latest
innovations in video surveillance and electronic accessories, as well as the highest quality audio products for residential and commercial use. We have
committed ourselves to providing affordable, dependable merchandise, delivering exceptional customer service, and offering extensive product training,
technical and marketing support. We want our customers to grow with us and move forward.
Multimodal Surveillance Jan 17 2022 This resource brings together the multimodal surveillance fields leading experts, who guide researchers, designers,
engineers, and developers through this multifaceted technology. It discusses the latest high-end sensors for extremely accurate surveillance, as well as lowcost sensing solutions.
Active Perception Oct 02 2020 This book defines the emerging field of Active Perception which calls for studying perception coupled with action. It is
devoted to technical problems related to the design and analysis of intelligent systems possessing perception such as the existing biological organisms and
the "seeing" machines of the future. Since the appearance of the first technical results on active vision, researchers began to realize that perception -- and
intelligence in general -- is not transcendental and disembodied. It is becoming clear that in the effort to build intelligent visual systems, consideration must

be given to the fact that perception is intimately related to the physiology of the perceiver and the tasks that it performs. This viewpoint -- known as
Purposive, Qualitative, or Animate Vision -- is the natural evolution of the principles of Active Vision. The seven chapters in this volume present various
aspects of active perception, ranging from general principles and methodological matters to technical issues related to navigation, manipulation, recognition,
learning, planning, reasoning, and topics related to the neurophysiology of intelligent systems.
Rogue Apr 27 2020 I know that better than most. Since rejoining the Pride, I've made big decisions and even bigger mistakes: the kind paid for with
innocent lives. As the first and only female enforcer, I have plenty to prove to my father, the Pride and myself. And with murdered toms turning up in our
territory, I'm working harder than ever, though I always find the energy for a little after-hours recreation with Marc, my partner both on and off duty. But not
all my mistakes are behind me. We're beginning to suspect that the dead are connected to a rash of missing human women and that they can all be laid at my
feet-two or four, take your pick. And one horrible indiscretion may yet cost me more than I can bear....
Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications Jan 05 2021 The companion Web site -- To the student -- The foundations : logic, sets, and functions -- The
fundamentals : algorithms, the integers, and matrices -- Mathematical reasoning -- Counting -- Advanced counting techniques -- Relations -- Graphs -- Trees
-- Boolean algebra -- Modeling computation
EJ Girl Hero #6 Aug 20 2019 There is a spy at the Shine agency's top-secret training camp... Agent EJ12 needs to find out who the spy is and locate the
missing SHINE gadget invention. That's the easy part. As EJ12, Emma Jacks can do anything. So why is she so worried about trying out for the school
soccer team? Perhaps she isn't after all...
How to Identify & Resolve Radio-tv Interference Problems Dec 24 2019
The Unofficial Guide to NDI Nov 03 2020 The Unofficial Guide to NDI is the perfect book for anyone interested in the future of video production. NDI
(Network Device Interface) is quickly changing the world of video. With the potential to eliminate the need for custom cabling, interfaces, capture cards, and
other additional hardware, NDI provides a versatile solution for sharing, recording, displaying, and broadcasting video over standard ethernet networks. This
book helps you take advantage of the latest video technology revolutionizing video. With the latest versions of the NDI protocol, it is possible to create and
operate an entire video production workflow using a LAN and sources connected by Wi-Fi, 4G, and 5G. Enjoy a thoughtfully planned-out introduction to
NDI along with deep-dive chapters on the most important technologies and tools available for IP video production. Author Paul Richards has been involved
with NDI since its release in 2015 and he shares over 10 years of video production experience in this book. Enjoy an online course that follows each chapter
of the book to further explain complex ideas and demonstrate each topic with real-world examples.
Asian Sources Electronics Oct 14 2021
Casino Journal Feb 24 2020
Global Sources Electronics Mar 27 2020
Lovers of Ruth Dec 04 2020 This book is written to show that life was not a lot different during this time that it was written and today. Ruth had two
husbands, which a lot of people did not know about. Very little is mentioned about her husbands in the Bible. It really is two love stories in one. First as a
young woman in the land of Moasb she marries a Jewish boy by the name of Mahlon. Then she comes to Israel with her mother-in-lae, Naomi after all the
men have passed on. Their she meets a man twice her age and marries him. He is Boaz. This is a must read part of the book but only after you read all of the
book. That is also the way I taught the Bibled, read and understand the Old Testament before going on to the New Testament. You will be surprised at the
ending if you have never read this book of the Bible.
2001 IEEE International Symposium on Computational Intelligence in Robotics and Automation Jun 29 2020
A Course in Computational Algebraic Number Theory May 09 2021 A description of 148 algorithms fundamental to number-theoretic computations, in
particular for computations related to algebraic number theory, elliptic curves, primality testing and factoring. The first seven chapters guide readers to the
heart of current research in computational algebraic number theory, including recent algorithms for computing class groups and units, as well as elliptic
curve computations, while the last three chapters survey factoring and primality testing methods, including a detailed description of the number field sieve
algorithm. The whole is rounded off with a description of available computer packages and some useful tables, backed by numerous exercises. Written by an
authority in the field, and one with great practical and teaching experience, this is certain to become the standard and indispensable reference on the subject.
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